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Geotechnical risk management of urban slopes: A new approach 
Contrôle de risques géotechniques en talus urbains: Une nouvelle méthodologie

C. S. Carvalho -  IPT Research Institute, University of SSo Paulo, Brazil 

W. Hachich -  GeoExpert, University of Sâo Paulo, Brazil

ABSTRACT: A methodology to support the decision making process involved in geotechnical risk management of urban slopes is 

presented. Its objective is the rating and selection o f preventive safety actions. A risk area in Brazil was analyzed as an example.

RÉSUME: Cet article présente une méthodologie de décision pour les programmes de contrôle de risques géotechniques en talus urbains, 
dont l'objectif est la classification et sélection des actions préventives. Une région de risque au Brésil a été analysée à titre d'exemple.

1 INTRODUCTION

This paper presents a methodology to support decisions involved 

in the management o f risk in urban slope areas, where a very 

significant portion o f the population of large Brazilian cities dwell 
in slums constantly threatened by geotechnical risks.

Risk mapping methodologies are extremely useful for risk 

diagnosis in urban areas, but they do not provide all the necessary 

information for risk management, which must involve selection 

and rating o f preventive safety actions. Selecting the most 
effective strategy for risk control is a problem o f choices under 

uncertainty. Hachich (1988, 1993) proposes the basic structure of 

a method, based on Decision Analysis, for rational allocation of  

the funds available in a risk management budget. That proposition 

was the basis for the development o f the present methodology.

2 THE DECISION MODEL

The structure of the decision problem is presented in terms o f a 

decision tree (figure 1). The time horizon adopted for the analysis 
is the solar year, including the tropical rainy season.

Four alternatives for action were considered. Alternative Ao is 
the mere maintenance o f the "status quo". Alternative Ai is a 

conventional stabilization solution. Alternative A2 consists o f a 

temporary safety structure, possibly followed by a permanent 
work If the temporary structure fails, it may or may not be 

feasible to construct a complementary safety structure before 

further damage is incurred. Alternative A3 is the evacuation o f the 

endangered area; success in preventing reoccupation cannot be 

guaranteed and further losses might result from it.
Social consequences are measured in terms of casualties. 

Economic consequences are expressed by the monetary value of 

houses. Both are taken as linear functions o f the number of 

houses destroyed, which is therefore adopted as a single attribute 

to represent consequences. The decision criterion adopted is the 

minimization o f the cost-per-life-saved, expressed by equation 1.

consist o f expected economic consequences plus the cost o f the 

action itself (such as construction of safety structures).

(1)
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where:
CLSi: cost-per-life-saved for action Ai 
E(Ci): expected cost for action Ai 

E(Co): expected cost for action Ao 

E(D0): expected casualties for action Ao 

E(D,): expected casualties for action Ai

These expected values are computed from the decision tree, by 

the usual process o f averaging-out (Raiffa, 1968). Expected costs

AO 
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instabi l ty process doesn't  occur
H01 = 0

Hll = 0

D 221

success 0 2 2 2 1  =  0

H 2 2 2 2

H321 = 0

H 32 2

3 VALUE ASSESSMENTS

The subjective definition o f probabilities (de Finetti, 1980) is 

adopted. Expert judgment will be central to the definition of  

variables that adequately represent outcomes and consequences 

and to the evaluation o f geotechnical uncertainties. The interview 

process proposed by Spetzler and von Holstein (1975) is adopted 

for encoding judgment into probability assessments. The expert 
assigns initial probabilities to nominal values o f the variables, 
establishing as well the range of values that the variables may take 

on. Sensitivity analyses rate variables according to their relevance 

to the decision. The assignment of probability distributions to the 

dominant variables incorporates uncertainty to the decision.
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4 CASE STUDY

The proposed methodology was applied to a geotechnical risk 

management program for slum areas in the city of Belo 

Horizonte, Brazil. With a population o f 2,500,000, the city has 
about 450,000 people living in 170 slums, most o f them located 

on steep slopes. Risk mapping defined as critical (from the point- 
of-view of slope instability) 56 areas located in 21 different slums. 
Geotechnical teams performed field investigations, characterized 

those slope instability processes, defined the alternatives for 

action and estimated their costs. Probability assessment was the 

responsibility of the coordinator o f the risk management program 

for the municipality, an engineer geologist experienced in slope 

instability processes and in rescue activities from natural disasters.
Complete results o f this study, which extended to all 56 

hazardous areas, can be found in Carvalho (1996). The example 

o f area number 2 o f Vila Coqueiral is presented here.
Vila Coqueiral is a slum located on the steep slopes o f a 

gnaissic mountain. Area 2 is an ancient, 15 meter high landslide 

scar, with an average slope of 37°. The exposed saprolitic soil is 

extremely susceptible to erosion. Landslides caused by erosion at 
the top o f the slope may render unstable house foundations in that 
region, threatening at the same time houses located downhill.

Action Ai consists o f a gravity gabion wall and a surface 

drainage system, at a cost o f USS 25,887. Action A2 requires just 
a surface drainage system (emergency work) at a cost o f USS 

3,820; the complementary work would involve drainage 

restoration and construction o f a gabion wall (USS 24,417). 
Action A3 implies the evacuation o f 10 houses at a cost o f USS 

100,000. The following average values were adopted for the 

evaluation o f consequences: T = 4 persons/house and V = USS 

2,000/house. The expert furnished the range and nominal values 

for consequences (table 1) and the probabilities o f uncertain 

events:

po2 — 0,80 

P2222= 0,005
Pi2= 0,005
P32 = 0,60

P222 = 0,15

T ab l e 1 Ran ge an d  n om in al  v al u es f o r  u n cer t ai n  co n seq u en ces

P22 = 0,20 

P322 = 0,80

Consequence Minimum Nominal Maximum
H02 0 3 5
H12 0 2 2
H22I 0 2 2

H2222 0 2 2
H322 0 1 3

1,0 y- 

0,8 

0,6 - -  

0,4 

0,2

0.0 -F

E(H o2) = 2,80

0 3

H02

F i gu r e 3 Pr o b ab i l i t y  d i st r i b u t i on  f o r  H0:

For the sensitivity analyses all variables but one are kept fixed ai 
their nominal values. The studied variable is assigned several 
values over its range while its effect on decision parameters is 

computed. Results presented in figure 2 show that the most 

relevant variables are H 0 2  and H 3 2 2  Alternative A2 was considered 

first. The probability distribution for H02 — the only relevant 
variable in that alternative, as indicated by sensitivity analyses — 

is shown in figure 3.
With the expected value for H02 computed from its probabi l i ty 

distribution and with nominal values for all less relevant 

consequences, the process o f averaging-out in the decision tree 

yields the expected cost and the expected number o f casualties for 

alternatives A« and A2. The cost-per-life-saved for alternative A2 

can then be computed from equation 1: C L S2 =  U SS 99,23 The 

minimum possible values for the cost-per-life-saved for 

alternatives Ai and A3 were computed from the extreme valu es of 

variables H 0 2 , H ,2) H 3 2 2 . Results are C L S , ™  =  U SS 1,117.97 and 

C L S 3min =  U SS 5,750.00. Alternatives Ai and A3 may therefore be 

rejected in favor o f alternative 2 ( C L S2< C L Si mi „ < C L S3mi„).

CONCLUSIONS

The case study shows that the proposed methodology does 
enlighten the decision process o f rating of preventive safety 

alternatives for hazardous areas. Rather than remaining limited to 

estimated risk levels, it also takes into account the all-important 
costs and benefits o f each action alternative.

Formal and rational consideration o f budgetary restrictions of 
risk management programs may appeal to municipalities of large 
cities in developing countries, which face the problem of ever- 
expanding slum areas and mounting social demands that far 
exceed the response capacity o f the Public Power. Technically 

justified procedures for optimizing resource allocation are 
welcome in this context.
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Figure 2. Sensitivity analyses
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